
Lost Luggage Complaint Letter

Subject: Lost Luggage Complaint

Dear Sir/Madam,

I am writing to express my deep disappointment and frustration regarding the mishandling of my

luggage during a recent flight with your airline. I am hoping to bring attention to the inconvenience

and distress caused by the loss of my baggage.

On [date], I traveled from [departure city] to [destination city] on Flight [flight number]. Unfortunately,

upon arrival at [destination airport], I discovered that my luggage had not arrived with me. I

immediately reported the incident to your airline's customer service desk and provided them with all

the necessary details regarding my lost baggage, including the baggage claim tag.

The loss of my luggage has caused significant inconvenience and distress. Not only did I have to go

through the inconvenience of filing a lost baggage report and spending valuable time at the airport,

but I was also left without essential belongings for an extended period.

To make matters worse, I was informed by your customer service representative that my baggage

could not be located and it might be permanently lost. This news was particularly distressing as my

luggage contained personal items, important documents, and valuable possessions, which are

irreplaceable.

Moreover, the loss of my luggage disrupted my travel plans and caused me financial loss. I had to

incur additional expenses to purchase essential items such as clothing, toiletries, and other

necessities during my stay. Furthermore, the sentimental value attached to some of the items in my

luggage cannot be compensated for monetarily.

I understand that unforeseen circumstances may occur during air travel, and occasionally, baggage

mishandling incidents may happen. However, I believe it is the responsibility of your airline to take

immediate and effective action to rectify the situation and provide appropriate compensation for the

inconvenience caused.

Therefore, I kindly request the following actions to be taken:



1. Immediate and thorough investigation into the location and recovery of my lost luggage.

2. Regular updates regarding the progress of the search for my luggage and prompt notification of

any developments.

3. Adequate compensation for the financial losses incurred as a result of this incident, including

reimbursement for the additional expenses I had to bear.

4. Compensation for the inconvenience, distress, and time wasted due to the mishandling of my

baggage.

5. Implementation of measures to prevent such incidents from occurring in the future, ensuring

improved baggage handling and customer service.

I trust that you will treat this matter with utmost urgency and address my concerns promptly. Failure

to do so will leave me no choice but to escalate this issue through other means, including filing a

complaint with the appropriate regulatory bodies and sharing my experience through various online

platforms.

I have attached copies of my travel documents, including the boarding pass and baggage claim tag,

for your reference. Please acknowledge receipt of this complaint letter and provide me with a written

response within [reasonable timeframe].

I sincerely hope that your airline will take the necessary steps to rectify this situation and restore my

faith in your services. I look forward to a swift resolution to this matter.

Thank you for your immediate attention to this complaint.

Yours sincerely,

[Your Name]


